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Verisk regularly compares valuations for specific structures, produced by our replacement 
cost-estimating platform 360Value®, to actual reconstruction  estimates written by  
claims and construction professionals using our Xactimate® solution and submitted to 
our claims management system, XactAnalysis®.

This report documents the results from our ongoing comparison of valuations to total-
loss claim estimates using a multistep process. 

Our methodology

We use manual and automated procedures to continually identify and analyze a random 
sample of total-loss claim files. The results in this document reflect a sampling of more 
than 7,765 total-loss claims submitted from January 2016 to December 2021.

Verisk’s trained valuation specialists manually extract relevant dwelling characteristics 
from each total-loss claim file and enter them into 360Value for analysis. The manual 
extraction and entry process ensures a true “hands-on” comparison of claim estimates 
to valuation results with closer scrutiny of the data and more accurate valuations than a 
solely automated process.

The XactAnalysis claims management network receives millions of claim estimates each 
year, including full and partial losses that encompass all possible causes of loss across a 
wide range of sizes, coverages, and locations. 

The prescribed analysis was conducted as follows:

1. Identify total-loss claims 
A series of database queries identifies estimates containing a minimum estimate 
value, number of rooms, and number of labor trades needed to rebuild a home 
completely. The queries exclude claims containing certain items used exclusively  
in partial-loss estimates, such as remediation items for water, fire, or smoke losses.

2. Standardize claim values by removing costs not related to dwelling replacement 
Any costs not specifically related to replacement of the dwelling (that is, those that 
would not fall under Coverage A of the standard homeowners policy) are deducted 
from the claim value. This includes all personal property and detached structures as 
well as costs typically considered “additional coverage,” such as demolition, debris 
removal, trees and shrubs, and other landscaping-related items.

3. Extract remaining dwelling characteristic data from the claim estimate to create a 
comparative 360Value valuation 
A series of automated queries and manual inspection of claim estimates determine 
location; square footage of living area; year built (when available); and home features, 
finishes, and specifications—plus foundation replacement.

4. Apply price list index data to valuation amounts using claim estimate dates to 
arrive at comparable valuation costs 
The claim estimate dates (and corresponding cost data) occurred from December 
2021 to November 2020. The comparative valuations were created during this 
same period, but a time lag requires back-indexing the valuation amounts (the time 
lag resulted from estimates created using one particular month/quarter and the 
comparative valuation being created in a more recent month/quarter). It should be 
noted we update building cost data monthly and quarterly to reflect ever-changing 
market conditions in each of our 460+ pricing areas in the United States and Canada.
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Comparison of valuations to total-loss claim estimates 

The following charts demonstrate that the comparison valuation amounts are  
remarkably reliable compared with total-loss claim reconstruction estimates. 360Value 
results are derived by a full question set valuation (that is, using all available input entry 
fields). The comparison valuations are witchin a few percentage points of the total-loss 
claim estimate amounts. 

More than 7,765 claims, ranging from $50,029 to $2,566,766 from all 50 states, resulted 
in replacement cost estimates remarkably similar to total-loss claim estimates.

Summary of potential areas of difference

360Value uses multiple assumptions to help populate many of the valuation fields,  
which in turn requires minimal input from the user. It’s important to note that qualified 
estimators conducted this study, validating and entering every field within each valuation.  
Below, we summarize potential areas of difference identified between the total-loss claim 
estimates and the amounts produced by the valuation products.

Year Built: Construction techniques and materials have changed over the years, in some 
cases substantially. As such, the reconstruction cost of a home can vary significantly 
based on its age. Construction and materials can show distinct differences in two similar 
homes built many years apart. Verisk both recognizes and addresses these differences 
as critical elements in its valuation products. To ensure a true and valid comparison, 
every effort was made to determine the year the subject home was built for each 
claim file by reviewing documentation provided with the claim and searching public tax 
records.

Living Area Square Footage: Total living area square footage is a critical input to a  
valuation file. Claim files don’t often contain this level of information; they provide interior 
measurements for each room. Therefore, the input obtained from the claim file was a 
sum of the floor area for each room commonly considered “living space.” The differences 
between the two measurement techniques lie in the area covered by interior and exterior 
walls. At first glance, this may not seem to constitute a noticeable difference. However, an 
analysis of 22 structures, ranging in size from approximately 1,500 to 5,000 square feet, 
showed that the difference between the total living area calculations ranged from about  
6 percent to 15 percent, the average being 8.7 percent. For the manual review completed 
in this project, the square footage for each claim file was adjusted accordingly based on 
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the research outlined above. Actual square footage differences may vary, causing the  
valuation file to differ from what it would have been given adequate information.

Retrogressive Index Adjustment: Inflation indices, which measure the change in  
reconstruction costs over time, are widely used and recognized as a valid method to 
update the cost to rebuild a structure from year to year. The comparisons performed in 
this project contained time-period differences as long as 25 months between the  
published price list used in the claim and the price list used in the comparison valuation. 
To account for this difference in pricing, a reconstruction index was applied to make a 
retrogressive adjustment to the valuation file total. Doing so produced, as closely as  
possible, an accurate time-valued comparison of claim file to valuation file. For this  
project, Verisk’s published reconstruction indices were used.

Home Quality Adjustments: Valuation products are designed to minimize user input and 
the time required to calculate cost. Therefore, they employ several assumptions. One 
concerns quality, which can be determined by the user (who indicates the overall quality 
of the home and/or individual rooms) or by the product, based on specific inputs such as 
size, finishes, and features. In either case, 360Value then applies quality cost items based 
on the quality identified (for the entire home or room). While this is a valid method for  
estimating overall costs in a valuation setting, it is difficult to compare with a claim “line-
by-line” estimate, which may employ countless combinations of different qualities of 
items throughout the home or rooms. To illustrate, a “room-based” setting of “high” quality 
for a kitchen in 360Value would select high-grade appliances, cabinetry, countertops, 
plumbing fixtures, flooring, and so forth throughout. Conversely, the actual claim may 
contain an assortment of premium appliances, high-grade cabinetry, and average-grade 
countertops. Differences in items used versus items assumed may cause differences in 
the resulting comparison valuation when measured against the actual claim estimate.
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